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SACRAMENTO WRITER
CWC Sacramento Monthly Meeting
Saturday, September 18, 2021
One-hour Zoom, beginning at 1 p.m. (open for chat 12:30)
"The 6 Stages of the Hero's
Transformational Journey"
With C.S. Lakin, award-winning
novelist, copyeditor, and writing coach
You know your story needs a strong character
arc, but how do you create one? In this
PowerPoint presentation, aided by movie clips,
you’ll not only learn what’s involved in moving a
character from his persona to his essence; you’ll
understand what the specific six scenes are and
where they are placed in a novel to craft believable
character change.
The protagonist’s transformational journey is an important
consideration in fiction, and something you’ll want to ponder before
you get too far in plotting your scenes.
Why? Because stories are about a character who desperately wants
something, and while all successful stories involve external conflict, those
that go deep into the levels of character, showing the greatest obstacle—self
—tend to be stronger stories.
Here’s what you’ll learn from this presentation:
• What specific transformational steps your character will take and how
they coincide with your plot’s five turning points.
• How to believably show a character moving from “persona” to
“essence” from the start to the end of your story.
• The purpose of each stage of transformation and what it needs to
accomplish.
• How the theme of your story—which is your character’s inner
motivation made universal—can be brought out through these key
scenes.
• The transformational journey of your protagonist lies in the answer to
this question: What does my character have the courage to do at the
end of the story that she doesn’t have at the beginning?
Whether you are in the plotting stage or the revision stage of your novel,
it’s not too late to craft a strong character arc that will sweep readers up in a
journey of the heart.
C. S. Lakin is an award-winning author and blogger at Live Write Thrive.
She has written twenty novels and ten writing crafts books and works fulltime as a copyeditor and writing coach. She teaches writing workshops in
person and online at cslakin.teachable.com.
To access this presentation, go to the CWC Sacramento website and
click on the announcement: www.cwcsacramentowriters.org.

www.SacramentoWriters.org

CWC Sacramento is a 501c3 nonprofit educational organization

Writers Network Meeting: Friday
September 3, 2021
One-hour Zoom meeting
10 to 11 a.m.
“Engage in mindfulness to find your flow and
ignite your inspiration”
Featuring: Jessilyn Gale, Award-Winning
Journalist and Lesley Gale, English Professor
and Meditation Teacher
Overcome writer’s block by tapping into your flow through mindfulness practices.
•

Gain clarity and focus.

•

Still your mind.

•

Find your flow.

•

Practice mindfulness meditation.

•

Engage in writing with enhanced sensory perception.

Jessilyn teaches English and Communications at Cosumnes River College (CRC). Much of her
work has focused on mental health. She has written articles about mental health and
mindfulness for multiple online publications—including a piece about mental health in young
adults that won “Best Feature Series” from the Utah Press Association Better Newspaper
Contest in 2017.
Lesley has taught composition and literature at CRC for over 20
years and participates in the campus-wide creative writing group.
She has practiced mindfulness since 2014 and received training in
teaching mindfulness from Tara Brach and Jack Kornfield.
To access the Zoom link for this meeting, please go to the CWC
Sacramento website and click on the announcement:
www.cwcsacramentowriters.org.
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Message from Our
President,
Kimberly A. Edwards
CWC Sacramento President

Hungry Eyes are Looking for
You!

Writing and marketing our novels, books, or long-form stories can seem to take forever.
While waiting and hoping, let’s keep our beloved projects in perspective. They’re long term,
most likely not going to come to fruition by tomorrow. By putting these pets into a special
category, you can look for short term writing possibilities to flesh out your portfolio. I call
them hungry markets. These are small markets that typically don’t pay. Pick up any small
budget local magazine or newsprint you see. Thumb through it. If it appears to be in need
of a short article, query the editor. Ask if she or he might be able to use a short article on
__(topic)___. Same with an online magazine. Remember that an article idea is different
from a subject. Example: cats vs. tips for walking your cat on a leash. Hungry markets are
a way to build credits, meet editors, and pump up your self-image while you’re waiting to
make it big time. Let me give you examples of hungry markets I wrote for in my very early
days:
1.

How to give a presentation: these were tips I learned from work, and I wrote them
for a book distributor’s newsprint magazine.
2. How to keep a partner happy while on the road: these were tips for a sales
magazine, drawing on my experience traveling with a boyfriend who worked off leads
in other towns. This was a paying market, but not a big paying market.
3. Single life in Sacramento: I started with one article, and it turned into a monthly
column.
These little successes kept me sane and hopeful when I experienced disappointment or
setbacks on bigger writing projects. Today, with the proliferation of online media,
opportunities abound. You have to start somewhere with credits. Don’t be embarrassed to
start at the lower end of the market hierarchy. With luck, you’ll work your way up the
ladder. You’ll always appreciate those markets and editors that were there for you in the
beginning.
In the meantime, stay hungry for knowledge, input on your writing, and collegiality.
Please join our Zoom meetings. We’re excited about upcoming speakers, the anthology, and
eventually getting together. New members are coming in, adding to our roster. Welcome,
welcome! Let us know your needs! Thank you for enriching our club!
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NEW MEMBERS
July & August
Returning member Mary Ann Bernard, Sacramento, is interested in fiction, nonfiction, and historical
murder mystery.
New member William A. MacDonald, Rancho Cordova, lists his favored genres as fantasy, science
fiction, and social commentary.
Jackie Marr, Folsom, likes historical fiction, self-help (non-fiction), and memoir.
Jackie remarks, "A colleague of mine, Christina Chavez, told me about the group. We went to the
lunch meeting together – seems so long ago!"
Wendy Rose, read about Staabaju’s presentation (July 17) in the Sacramento Observer calendar
section. She is from Rocklin, likes non-fiction, is involved in tumblr fandom, and can be found at
wendy@prosebyrose.com .
Pamela Lomax, from Elk Grove has two books from Pam Lomax Publications: Cicadas, Chickens and
Church and Sarah Summer, both undergoing new editions.
Samuel Sublett, Roseville, says his genres are crime and California.

MEMBER NEWS
Our CWC Sacramento President, Kimberly A. Reed Edwards, has been generating publicity with her recently
published book, Sacramento Motorcycling: A Capital City Tradition. After its release in July, she gave a
presentation about early motorcycle racing in Sacramento at the Sacramento Automobile Museum, followed by a
book signing.
That was followed by an article which appeared in many local newspapers in early August, written by club
member Elise Spleiss. Elise has written hundreds of articles for Sacramento-area community newspapers
covering the communities of Citrus Heights, Fair Oaks, Carmichael, Rancho Cordova, and Placer County, since
2011. Her favorite topics are human-interest stories
“with heart.” A subject requiring historical background
will motivate her to delve in every time. This article
begins:
“Zip, Speed, Sport, Thrills.” These four words
describe a sport which came roaring into the
Sacramento area in the early 1900s bringing with it
ready-made participants, audiences, and prominent
men and women ready to become involved in its
success in Sacramento and beyond. The quote,
printed in the Sacramento Bee on May 16, 1929 is
from Frank J. Murray, the first exclusive Harley
Davidson dealer in Sacramento. The newly released
book, “Sacramento Motorcycling: A Capital City
Tradition,” written by Kimberly Reed Edwards, a
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native Sacramentan, is a page turner, full of local cities and addresses, sports venues, places of business,
and residents from many walks of life who helped put Northern California on the map as one of the biggest
motorcycle hubs in California. As the author explains, this distinction was bound to happen. Sacramento had
always been a racing town and its residents had a love affair with spectator sports. Before this “motorized
bike” arrived on the scene, bicycle races put on by the Capital City Wheelmen brought audiences for
competitions at Agricultural Park at G and 22nd, eventually moving to the new State Fairgrounds Riverside
and Stockton. There, Sacramentans were roused by exciting motorcycle races more thrilling than ever seen
here. A love of the sport quickly developed that crossed ages, jobs, education, occupations, and social
standing.
The Sacramento Mile sent out a press release to all
northern California and some national media.
Spectacular Mile flat track motorcycle racing action
returns to the legendary Sacramento Mile at the Cal
Expo Fairgrounds after a two-year absence with its
first-ever doubleheader weekend on Saturday and
Sunday, September 11-12, as part of the Progressive
American Flat Track (AFT) season.
They quoted a number of paragraphs from Kim’s
book, followed by:
Edwards will be on hand September 11-12 to sign her
book SACRAMENTO MOTORCYCLING—A CAPITAL
CITY TRADITION, published by The History Press,
July 2021.

CWC Sacramento Open Reading
July 15, 2021
John Patterson hosted another successful open reading by CWC Sacramento members in July. (See “In Brief”
listings for upcoming event on October 21. We hope to see or hear you there.)
Andy Laufer, who now considers himself a gentleman farmer, recently released a book of his life stories. He
read a variety of his poems which included a remembrance of forestry firefighters with whom he worked, the
market economy, and his relationship with his father.
Mark Heckey wrote an essay which combined his memories of high school with Otis Redding sitting on the
dock of the bay.
Karen Durham gave us a sampling from a short story she is working on. There were a number of interesting
characters, and the audience was left wanting to hear more.
Eric Wiesenthal had an intriguing sketch about people watching on the New York City subway.
Marcia Ehinger told the tale of an airplane flight and a frightening storm, “Do Not Panic”.
Ken Champion read two romantic poems, “Just a Little Love” and “The Heart of the Home”.
John Patterson added to the memories of his childhood with a charming tale about preparing and sharing
strawberry rhubarb pie.
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IN BRIEF
MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL – LAST CHANCE for 2021-2022 FY – Names are deleted
from the state CWC database at the end of September. Please go to the website for
renewal information, and pay online or send a check in the mail.
www.cwcsacramentowriters.org
First Friday Networking Zoom, October 1, “From Memoir to Mystery Novels – My
Pantser Writing Journey” with Laura Jensen Walker, Award-winning Author & Former
Sacramento Bee reporter.
Monthly Saturday Zoom Meeting, October 16, “Finding the raw and real story
within nonfiction” with Scott Thomas Anderson, veteran award-winning journalist &
producer.
Our next member Open Reading, hosted by John Patterson via Zoom, will be on
Thursday, October 21 at 7 p.m. He is now taking sign-ups for Thursday, Oct. 21st
at 7:00 pm. Each writer is allotted approximately five-six minutes to read their
work. Feedback is allowed if the reader is interested. This is not a critique group.
With this format, we can probably have five or six readers and a break in our hour
and a half program. We will take reader sign-ups for a Stand-By list. Per feedback
received, the preference has been to keep to the time limit of ending about 8:30.
Anyone who does not read will be high up for the next open reading. Sign-up to
read or listen at 2johnpatterson@gmail.com.
WHY OPEN READINGS ARE GAINING IN POPULARITY:
This is an opportunity for feedback. While only a short piece is shared by the writer,
the feedback is IMMEDIATE. While not a Critique Group, members share their
impressions, ask questions, and make comments about what resonated with them.
How many times have you dragged or cold called your friend or partner from some
show, internet activity, video game, or had them stop working on a meal, to listen to
your great work? We all want to know what readers will think about our writing. This
is your chance to find out what others think. And, since there is such a wide variety
of original material, some of our fellow writers are signing up as audience members
for the entertainment value. Sign up, let me know if you have a piece to read, or if
you just want to be there.
First Friday Networking, November 5, “Plot Flows from Characters” with Scott
Evans, retired University of the Pacific writing professor, author, editor & publisher.
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IN BRIEF
For those who would like to learn more about mindfulness after our First Friday
presentation on September 3, “Engage in mindfulness to find your flow and ignite
your inspiration” with Jessilyn and Lesley Gale, consider looking into UCLA’s Mindful
Awareness Research Center (MARC) for classes and events. Visit:
www.uclahealth.org/marc
From its initial poetry gathering in the Sierra to its annual
series of writers’ workshops, the Community of Writers is
celebrating its 50th anniversary in 2021. Instructors and
attendees are inspired by the magic of the Olympic Valley.
They share insights about their craft. They listen to each
other’s stories. They exchange wisdom about the publishing
industry. But mostly, they write. The majority of each day is
devoted to making magical connections between words. To
celebrate this monumental anniversary of the poetry
program, the Community of Writers published an anthology
entitled Why To These Rocks. It includes the work of
instructors and attendees from throughout the history of the
workshops.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
From CWC Sac member Bonnie Gault-Blue:
Would you like to join our critique group?
•We are presently a group of 5 women (not by choice)
writers looking for a few more people to be part of our
group.
•We are mainly non-fiction (but that has never
stopped us experimenting with other genres).
•We are located in the Sacramento area, but are only
meeting on Zoom for the time being.
•We meet once a month, on the first Wednesday
afternoon of the month, starting at 2 pm.
• We limit our submissions to about 1500 words, 3 or 4 pages. We aim to
provide insight in a supportive way for each other.
If interested, please let Bonnie know. 916-217-2250 or beaublue5@yahoo.com.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
DON’T FORGET TO REGISTER
Elk Grove Writers Conference, October 9,
2021
7:30am-5:15pm, breakfast sponsored by CWC
Sacramento
Panelists (*designates CWC Sac member)
Joey Garcia, Keynote Speaker, “2020 was a Plot Twister”
*Dorothy Rice, “Truth in Memoir”
*Kathy Marshall, “First Book? How to Organize Your
Manuscript for Self-Publication”
*Michael Brandt, “Interviewing witnesses, suspects,
police, docs, patients for your book”
Janet McHenry, “Conflict”
*Jenifer Rowe, “Point of View”
*Amy Rogers, “Writing a Thriller Novel: Craft Tips & Tricks”
ML Hamilton, “How to Become a Mystery Writer – Finding Your Niche”
*Margaret Duarte, “Getting Started wit ACX: Publishing an Audio Book”
*Cheryl Stapp, “Business End of Writing & Selling Books”
Jennifer Chen Tran, agent, “Pitch a Manuscript for Publication”
*Gini Grossenbacher, “Consult with Gini on a work-in-progress or publishing”
Danita Moon, virtual assistant and bookseller, will sell authors’ books as they speak
Go to www.egweg.org for more information and to register for the conference. In addition, the
Great Read Book Faire will be on campus. Visit elkgrovecity.org to learn more.

Janna Marlies Maron, creator and editor of Under the Gum Tree literary magazine has been
offering services to nonfiction writers for two decades. In July, she announced the launch of a
new brand with its own website: More to the Story – coaching, community, critique for
nonfiction writers. The title comes from her podcast (www.jannamarlies.com). There appears
to be a strong emphasis on personal storytelling, and the current focus is on women authors.
Her long-running Nonfiction Bootcamp will be rolled into this site. A new Bootcamp session is
open for applications now, for a group which will start at the end of September.
Janna is considering a newsletter, but for now, you can sign up for her newsy and helpful
weekly email essays and stories. The most recent one talked about her trip to HippoCamp, the
writing conference for nonfiction writers put on by Hippocampus Magazine. Her presentation at
the meeting was “The Dos and Don’ts of Submitting to Literary Magazines”. She also talked
about her in-joke with business partner Karen Beattie, who lives in Chicago. Janna is very
good at taking charge and letting people know what they should do. Knowing her style, Karen
has started using the acronym “WWJD” for the way that Janna deals with issues. It stands for
“What Would Janna Do.”
For Janna’s new venture, visit: moretothestory.com
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High Desert CWC Offers Free Zoom Presentation on
Story Development
INSIDE STORY with Dara Marks
Every writer has a wealth of creative potential,
but gaining access to those interior places where
the true power of story is waiting to be
unleashed can be a daunting task. Dara Marks,
the author of Inside Story: The Power of the
Transformational Arc, has developed an
innovative method for structuring story that is
designed to help writers stay focused on the
heart and soul of their work while also unifying
plot, character, and theme. Inside Story teaches
writers how to develop a natural story structure
that reflects the true human experience, thus
illuminating the inner journey or arc of the
character. This presentation is designed to take you into the depths of your own narrative,
making your stories more powerful, meaningful and, of course, marketable. Join the High
Desert Branch for this Act 2 Zoom meeting free of charge to CWC members. Tuesday
September 21, 2021, at 6 p.m.
Dara Marks, Ph.D., is a writer and leading international script consultant, who has
devoted the last thirty years to the development of a groundbreaking approach to the
theory of the transformational arc and screenplay structure. Her unique method of story
analysis has earned her top ratings by Creative Screenwriting
Magazine as the best consultant in the business. She has
worked with most major Hollywood studios and many
independent filmmakers and has a doctorate degree in
Mythological Studies from Pacifica Graduate Institute. Dara is
a highly sought-after speaker whose work is committed to the
idea that a culture speaks through its stories. She offers
workshops, seminars, and script development services. Dara
lives in Ojai, California, with her husband.
Join Zoom Meeting on Tuesday, September 21 at 6 pm.
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86220784034?
pwd=TThCMWhyc0FYbjRid1JmUnZiWit6Zz09

Meeting ID: 862 2078 4034
Passcode: 375034
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Poems by Janice Mirikitani
Recipe
Round Eyes
Ingredients: scissors, Scotch magic transparent
tape,
eyeliner – water based, black.
Optional: false eyelashes.
Cleanse face thoroughly.
For best results, powder entire face, including
eyelids.
(lighter shades suited to total effect desired)

Poetry
Corner

With scissors, cut magic tape 1/16” wide, 3/4”-1/2”
long –
depending on length of eyelid.
Stick firmly onto mid-upper eyelid area
(looking down into handmirror facilities finding
adequate surface)
If using false eyelashes, affix first on lid, folding any
excess lid over the base of eyelash with glue.
Paint black eyeliner on tape and entire lid.
Do not cry.

Suicide Note
How many notes written…
ink smeared like birdprints in snow.
not good enough not pretty enough not
smart enough
dear mother and father.
I apologize
for disappointing you.
I’ve worked very hard,
not good enough
harder, perhaps to please you.
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Former San Francisco poet laureate Janice Mirikitani dies
Edited by Marcia Ehinger
Janice Mirikitani, the co-founder of San Francisco's Glide's center for social justice and a former
city poet laureate, died July 29. She was 80.
Glide is a community organization and church that seeks to fight injustice and poverty. On its
website, it said, "She spoke her truth and inspired others to accept and celebrate themselves, each
other, and all our differences."
Poet, dancer, and community activist Mirikitani was born in Stockton in 1941 to Japanese
immigrant farmers. She earned a BA from UCLA. Her family were survivors of Japanese American
incarceration in Arkansas during World War II. Through her poetry and activism, she was committed
to addressing the horrors of war, combating institutional racism, and advocating for women and
poor people. She also advocated for other victims of sexual violence through her work at Glide.
In 2000, Mirikitani was named the second poet laureate of San Francisco. A year later, she was
named Woman of the Year by the California State Assembly for the 17th Assembly District. She
served on the San Francisco Arts Commission and was recognized by many groups and
organizations for her work.
Mirikitani wrote write five books, including Beyond the Possible: Fifty Years of Creating Radical
Change in a Community Called Glide (2013), which was co-authored by her husband, the Rev. Cecil
Williams, whom she married in 1982.
Her collections of poetry include Awake in the River (1978), Shedding Silence (1987), We, the
Dangerous: New and Selected Poems (1995), and Love Works (2001). Mirikitani edited several
anthologies, including Third World Women (1972), Time to Greez! Incantations from the Third
World (1975), and Ayumi: A Japanese American Anthology (1980).
SFGate and poetryfoundation.org

Oakland Selects Poets Laureate, June 2021
Edited by Marcia Ehinger
The city of Oakland, Calif., decided it needed its own poet laureate,
but just any master wordsmith wasn't going to be enough. The city's
cultural affairs division was looking for an artist who was on the
ground working with the people. She goes by the nickname
WordSlanger. She has done more than write about Oakland. She's a
part of Oakland's history.
Poet, playwright and community activist Ayodele Nzinga is the
city’s inaugural poet laureate. Nzinga holds a Master of Fine Arts in
writing and consciousness and a doctorate in transformative education
and change. Nzinga is the founding producer and director of the West
Oakland theater company Lower Bottom Playaz, established in 1999.
She’s also the founding director of Black Arts Movement Business
District Community Development Corporation, which produces
BAMBDFEST, an international arts and cultural festival celebrating the
arts in the Black community.
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“Her decades-long commitment to Oakland’s art scene will feed the richness of her storytelling as
she nurtures creativity in others,” said Oakland Mayor Libby Schaaf. An actor, playwright, poet and
producer, her work is deeply personal and political, but not in an individualistic sense. Her productions
spotlight marginalized peoples, telling stories about threatened communities, often written by artists
who themselves are pushed to the edges of American theater. Her work is boldly Black, speaking to
what she calls the North-American-African experience.
Nzinga is the author of two books of poetry: SorrowLand Oracle, a collection of spells, incantations
and prayers; and The Horse Eaters, described as an origin tale. As poet laureate, Dr. Nzinga will,
among other things, write a poem that commemorates the whole city. But it won't be her first on the
place she calls home. As she says, “I have spent a lot of time talking about Oakland. This is a place
where people came to be free when they left the South with nothing, freed into nothing, leaving with
nothing”. Writing is her way of examining her city and the world.
Oakland's cultural affairs division created the poet laureate position with the hope of bringing more
poetry to the people. They were looking for an artist who was deeply integrated into Oakland's
community, who could help Oaklanders understand the city and each other. For Dr. Nzinga, this
understanding starts with a little tough love. “I've been known…to say what people think but don't say
in polite company. So, it feels right that Oakland, with its history of connection to the Black Arts
Movement, which supported the Black Power movement, pushing the envelope, that I could be its
poet laureate”.

Myra Estrada Named Oakland’s Youth Poet Laureate
Oakland Mayor Libby Schaaf announced the 2021 Youth
Poet Laureate. The honor went to Myra Estrada, a 16-yearold junior at Oakland High School. Estrada read two of her
pieces at a virtual ceremony. They reflected on the
intersectionality of her identity as a Latina woman in the
era of social activism.
Estrada was among seven finalists in the competition,
who were selected based on their performances and
leadership abilities. She’ll receive a scholarship and the
opportunity to read her work in appearances throughout
the year.
National Hispanic-LatinX Heritage Month is celebrated
from September 15 to October 15. Mexican Independence Day
is September 16.
Juan R. Palomo was a journalist for more than 20 years.
Most of those years were at the Houston Post, as a general
assignment reporter, political reporter, foreign correspondent,
Washington correspondent, columnist and editorial writer. He
covered religion for the Austin American Statesman for several
years and wrote a monthly op-ed column for USA TODAY.
Born in North Dakota to migrant-worker parents, Palomo grew
up in Crystal City, Texas. He attended Southwest Texas Junior
College and Texas State University and received an MA in
journalism from The American University in Washington.
Palomo lives in Houston where he writes, paints and
photographs. His blog is juanzqui.com.
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Speed Queen, North Dakota 1983
by Juan R. Palomo
Halfway between Johnstown and Forest River
a gravel road leads to where the migrant camp once
stood. Some twenty years have passed and it should
come as no surprise that almost nothing remains.
The seven crumbling cottages, summer homes for our
extended clan, have long ago been razed, the weathered
walls and roofs no doubt now part of el dompe, a mile or so
up the road, whose moldy mounds we once sifted for toys.
A windbreak stretching half a mile behind the seven
shacks is gone now, except for a dozen or so trees. One
clue that people once lived here is a solitary telephone
pole with flaccid lifeless wires and a gutted meter
gawking at the rows of sugar beets in the nearby fields.
A new batch of trees has been planted. Scattered among them,
Half-buried in the black earth, I come across a few of
the things we left behind, artifacts of the lives of the people
who once called this desolate place home: a plastic
Prell Shampoo container and a shard of dark-brown glass
from a Clorox bottle. Something else we left behind:
a red-white-and-blue plastic “Loopy Ball,”
long ago punctured and deflated yet still boasting,
“I’m different, throw me and see what I’ll do.”
A rusty wire hangs between two of the ancient trees.
At one time it was taut and clean and strong enough
to hold a week’s load of wash flapping in the
southeasterly breeze. Left behind, also: a smooth
lump of coal, as rock-hard as it was the day it was
delivered to be fed to the voracious cast-iron wood stove.
But the largest reminder that humans lived here is the tub
of a rusted Speed Queen washing machine – resting upside
down, its legs poking out from knee-high Johnson grass.
Standing out like an abandoned tombstone, it assures me
that yes, there was once life here. A summer community
existed. Families interacted. Threads of white smoke floated
from stovepipes and the aroma of carne guizada, frijoles
and arroz wafted from behind screen doors. Mothers brought
newborns here from the hospital in Grafton. Baptisms were celebrated
with a keg of Hamm’s Beer, cheese enchiladas and the tinny sound
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of Juan Guerrero’s accordion. News and gossip from letters arriving
on the noon or 5 o’clock train, were shared and commented upon.
Faraway deaths were mourned with a sob or a sigh. At dusk,
grown-ups treated drained bodies to blessed rest after 12 hours
with a hoe while children played hide-and-seek – squealing, scurrying,
seeking sanctuary behind trees or in the still-green fields of wheat.
As I stare at the dead carcass of the Speed Queen, I can smell
the smoke and savor the food. I can hear the accordion
and the slap-flap sound of exhausted hands shaping tortillas de maíz.
I see Tío Adrián’s turtle-shaped Pontiac, and I observe a child,
his shoulders sagging from the weight of the aluminum pails
filled with drinking water from the rat-infested well. I feel the weight.
I take it all in as I slip the black lump of coal into my pant’s
pocket. This, and these recollections, I will not leave behind.

Noise
by Juan R. Palomo
In a small town, we knew between good
and bad noise. Bad noise was what
others made, and in our town, there
were no otros; we were all us.
In a small town, life came with music
in vibrant stereo sound. A conjunto
had to rehearse, we knew, a sloshed
neighbor had to wail, Ahoooah!
A rooster had to crow, and a car
had to honk, a dog had to bark
and a son had to honor his
mother with pre-dawn Mañanitas.
Life, no matter how harsh
or cruel, is a celebration,
and a celebration, by definition,
demands boisterous sounds.
So we sat back and absorbed the rowdy
loudspeakers, the drunken guy next door,
the boasting cocks and barking dogs,
and the band rehearsing down the street.
In a small town, back then.
© The Acentos Review 2017
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What’s in a name?
The Controversy over Renaming Negro Bar
By Mark Heckey
In 2018, Phaedra Jones did not know much about Folsom, California. She accepted a
delivery assignment from her employer, UberEATS, bringing food from Stockton, California
to the Cliff House Bar, a venue that overlooked the American River. As she approached the
restaurant, she noticed an official sign on the edge of the parking lot. It read in bold white
letters with a directional arrow, Negro Bar. She felt perplexed and offended, as she
interpreted that sign to indicate a separate bar for blacks. Later, as she drove the area, she
would realize it pointed to a state park and boat launch. As a black person, she felt
offended and uncomfortable. She made her delivery, got out of town and headed for the
nearest freeway on ramp home.
Phaedra felt so disturbed by an official government sanctioned place name using an
offensive term, that she started a petition to request a change of name for the state park.
Today, that petition has over 67,000 signatures and workshops have been held by the
California State Parks Department to consider the renaming of Negro Bar. A proposal to
change the name to Freedom Bar has been under review since January 2019.
Recently, Hannah Braidman, a Folsom resident, joined the grass roots effort to
rename the park. In a June 23, 2020 article in the Sacramento Bee, she told staff writer
Mara Hoplamazian that: “After the passing of George Floyd, I was going to all of these
protests and wondering what more I could do.” She told the Bee that “I understand that as
a white woman I simply am not as affected by this park name as my black neighbors are.”
Braidman has reached out to the Folsom black community and has arranged meetings with
the Folsom Mayor’s Office, the California
Parks Department, the U.S. Board on
Geographic Names, and to local citizen
groups, like the Friends of Negro Bar,
who oppose the renaming proposals.
Where did such a controversial
name originate? According to the
California Department of Education
(sourced to Historian Clarence Ceasar,
California State Library), the answers
are found in the history of the Gold
Rush Era and the early development of
a mining community at the location.
From the beginning, the site had a
heavy influence from the black
community. The owner of the land at
the time of the Gold Rush was William
A. Leidesdorff. As an Afro-Caribbean
businessman, he had invested in the
land for a cattle ranch. He died before
the gold discoveries. In 1849, as miners
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rushed into the area, three enterprising black men staked a claim at Negro Bar. Many newly
freed slaves had been recruited from the east to come work the mining fields of Northern
California. Negro Bar and later the village of Negro Hill became successful mining claims,
raising the recently emancipated black prospectors out of poverty. The names of these early
pioneers are largely lost to history. One black man, probably a freed slave, was named
Kelsey. One of his partners of five men was named Newhall. It is reported that the Negro
Bar claim yielded $300 per day in late 1849. Eventually Negro Hill would grow into a thriving
multi-racial village of 1200 with Chinese, Irish, and black residents.
The place names in the mid 1800’s were not racially sensitive. Originally, Negro Bar
and Negro Hill had been called Nigger Bar and Nigger Hill. It is sad that such terminology
persisted until 1964. In the early sixties, the United States Geological Survey and the U.S.
Board of Geographic Names banned the use of “nigger” and adopted a policy of replacing all
place names with “negro.” The two words are linked inextricably in history and culture. In
present times, both words are considered objectionable by many Americans. As our country
struggles to reexamine the historical antecedents of statues and public spaces, we are
confronted by the need to examine the naming of places.
Several names have been suggested at community workshops—Black Miner’s Bar,
Freedom Bar, African American Bar, or the unsatisfactory compromise of Historic Negro Bar.
Who decides? The various proposals have languished on the desk of the California Parks
Director for nearly two years. Should this be a bureaucratic decision or is it the time for the
communities most directly impacted—black, native American, and Asian--to have their
voices heard?
I live in close proximity to the park. I have taken my family there for picnics and
kayaking. My youngest son was baptized in the river waters as a teenager. As a family, we
have talked about the oddness of the name. Until recently, we knew nothing of the rich
historical context regarding black entrepreneurial miners, freed slaves gaining economic
independence, and the diverse mining town that overlooked the river. I strongly feel that the
offensive word needs to be removed. I hope that the renaming comes with an educational
effort and dedication to a proper recognition of the cultural forces that contributed to the
development of modern-day Folsom. A renamed facility should have a proper monument
that depicts the black and Asian
miners of the Gold Rush. In
nearby Roseville, we have an
open space network called
Miner’s Ravine. Maybe we can
recognize the people who
founded the claim—men like
Kelsey and Leidesdorff. The
founding principles were black,
so the new name should honor
that. Most of all, I feel that the
feelings, perceptions, and values
of the affected communities be
prioritized. The final naming
should be left to them, not to
State officials.
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MEMOIRISTS: HOW’S MY STORY?
By John Patterson
Isn’t this a question all writers want to know the answer to? Memoirists weave together
individual pieces to create an overall story of a life. The question many of us have is: Is there
any there there?
Yup. How can we know? It’s expensive or unfair to your friends to keep using them as a focus
group. How many times can you do that? You’re lucky if you can do that once, right?
There is another way. When we talk about story, we talk about three threads at once:
content; putting it together for the reader; and writing/grammar skills for today’s world.
The “story” is in the first two elements stated: the content events and how it’s put together.
You can check your story. One way to do that is to participate in storytelling.
Capital Storytelling is a local non-profit organization. They offer workshops, coaching,
rehearsals, and opportunities to share your story with others. capitalstorytelling.com
Having worked with them, I’ve had frustrations and fun. It turns out, some of my material
wasn’t that good on the first try. Other episodes I related seemed to strike chords. All
experiences provided me with some feedback, insights, questions, and answers. This helped
me re-think not only the interest in my tale, but the purpose of using the tale in my writing.
This is addressed to “memoirists” at the top because Capital Storytelling is about true,
personal experiences. Please check out their website if you are inclined. You may attend an
event to hear about other’s lives -- perhaps similar to the Moth, or you may share one of your
own experiences. Another club member, Andrew Laufer, was asked to participate in a “Stories
in Living Color” event. Sacramento365.com/event/stories-in-living-color
The next time you find yourself wondering,
“Hmmm, who can I run this story by?”
consider checking out Capital Storytelling.
Find out if your story is ready yet. Be
prepared. If you want to tell a story, you need
to have your material organized and work on
your delivery. You can’t read it, and this is not
“get there and talk from the hip.”
I’ve told more than a dozen stories now, even
asked to go to a small performance. You may
find this kind of market research valuable in
creating your story. After all, if you read a
piece while your partner is cutting an onion,
you won’t know if the tears are for your tale
or not.
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OBITUARIES
Barbara R. Jodry

(October 7, 1928 – July 4, 2021)

Barbara grew up on a family farm in Connecticut and attended the
University of Connecticut. Her high school valedictorian address
prompted her classmates to solve the problems left in the world after
World War II. She was married to Richard G. (Dick) Jodry for 25 years,
until his death. They had 4 children: Kathryn, Elizabeth (Liz), Melinda,
and Brian. (Their daughter Liz is also a member of CWC Sacramento.)
Barbara went back to school and embarked on a teaching career. The
family relocated to California. Barbara hiked the Sierra trails and taught.
She retired after marrying Donald W. (Don) Doan, and the two of
them traveled the world for over 30 years.
Barbara was an avid nature lover and bird watcher. Her family
knew her as an environmentalist. In Sacramento, she was involved
with Solar Cookers International. She was a beloved teacher and
organizer of events for family and friends. Her interest in writing
began at an early age, and she was known at California Writers Club
(CWC) Sacramento and Sacramento Suburban Writers (SSW) for
her travel stories and photos. This spring, she was vaccinated
against the corona virus at a drive-up clinic, and solved her last
crossword puzzle on June 30.
Barbara was known for speaking to everyone. Her daughter
Kathryn Justman says, “That smile could light up any room. But even greater was my mom's
ability to give courage and confidence to those who came into her presence seeking advice. I
remember Mom with her students, with her children or grandchildren, with friends, my mom
knew what to say and how to act to bring out the best in you, to bring action to the surface out
of indecision. She could lead you to a mountaintop, out across a granite slab to reach the glacial
ice. Whatever the situation, Mom could blaze a trail. And she did that so many times. She got
impossible things done with that indomitable spirit.”
Kimberly Edwards, our CWC Sacramento President, sent the following message to her
children: “I am so, so sorry. Your mother was one of the longest and most enthusiastic members
of the writing community. She was in both CWC and SSW. Thankfully, she submitted to our
anthology. She was always full of article and story ideas. I remember her name from as far back
as the 80s. I believe she did the SSW newsletter for years. So sorry for you, but glad I knew your
mother. We’ll pass the word on.”
For memories, photos, donation information, updates on memorial service, follow this
link: https://link.inmemori.com/53hImr
A gathering to celebrate Barbara’s life is planned for her birthday, October 7, 2021, 5:15 p.m. at
the Unitarian Universalist Society, 2425 Sierra Blvd., Sacramento.
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OBITUARIES
Our Much-Remembered Marilyn Smith-Murphy
Marilyn’s niece, Jessica Smithson wrote to a few CWC
Sacramento members, asking about her aunt’s involvement
and offering a link to her obituary. “She was a total angel in
everything she did. There was a service on Thursday July 1 at
Mount Vernon Memorial Park, Fair Oaks. Here is the link to
her obit”:
https://www.dignitymemorial.com/obituaries/fair-oaks-ca/
marilyn-smith-murphy-10243631
Marilyn La Jean Smith Murphy
(December 23, 1930 – June 18, 2021)
Marilyn was born on December 23,1930 to Amy and W.A.
Gamble in Lisbon, ND. She went to college at the University of North Dakota in Grand Forks.
In 1953, she graduated with a bachelor’s degree in Home Economics Teaching. She married
Forrest Smith, a decorated Army Military Policeman in 1952. Several years later, they moved
to Sacramento, CA where Marilyn taught home economics and was a writer. Forrest passed
away in 1982. Marilyn married Norman Murphy, a 19-year Air Force veteran, in 1995 and
they lived in Citrus Heights for many years. Norman passed away in 2007. Marilyn was an
active member of the California Writers Club, the President of the Sacramento Association for
the Retarded from 1990-1992, and loved to travel with her friends and family.
Our CWC Sacramento President Kimberly Edwards remembered Marilyn fondly and replied:
Greetings,
Your inquiry was forwarded to me. So glad you contacted us! Your aunt was a long-time
member of the California Writers Club Sacramento and, I believe, a two-time awardee of the
CWC Jack London Award for outstanding service. I remember her from the late 70’s, but am
not sure exactly when she joined. She was our long-time, devoted Membership Chair.
Your aunt was one of those low-key, helpful members who was the glue holding this club
together over many transitions. She appears in a photo taken when a Legislative Resolution
was passed years ago, making the third week of October California Writers Week. When she
stepped down as Membership Chair, she took the transition seriously, training her
replacement as one who loves a club would. A few years later, when I became President, we
had difficulty accessing the club bank accounts due to unusual circumstances. Your aunt,
having suffered a stroke and in a wheelchair, allowed me to pick her up, not once, but twice,
and transport her to the Bank of America. Because she was a signatory on the club bank
account and the two other people on the bank card appeared not to be available, she alone
signed the club bank account over to the new officers after seven frustrating months. She
was an angel and hero alike. I will never forget her, nor will many of our members from her
era, and I am incredibly sad. We used to talk on the phone before she got really sick. Please
let me know what other information we can share with you.
Kim
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Sacramento Monthly Meeting
Saturday, August 21, 2021
"How to wedge your foot in the door of
freelance journalism”
(which could help your fiction) with Erika
Mailman, Freelancer and Award-winning
Novelist

By Marcia Ehinger
Erika Mailman has written six novels. However, she notes that writing a novel is time-consuming. It's
great to have a "palate cleanser" of writing an article that gives immediate gratification (both
publication and payment) and builds platform for your novel. For example, if your novel is set in 16th
century Portugal, it might help to publish an article about Portuguese history to start building platform
for querying your book.
Erika reminded us that a great deal of time can transpire while writing long-form fiction, from
years of writing, to editing and sharing, and finding an agent and obtaining a publishing deal. She
feels that freelance articles are a great way to get immediate gratification. Deadlines are seldom
greater than two months away, and you can be paid for shorter work.
Our speaker did not have a journalism degree or work on the school newspaper. She was intrigued
by a bit of local history. A friend who was a journalist for the Oakland Tribune told her that she had
left a job as a history columnist at a local newspaper and the position was still open. Erika wrote a
proposal to the editor and was hired to write a weekly column, a post she held for 12 years. Her
comment is that “work leads to more work”. She was asked to serve as editor-in-chief, and now had a
real writing resume to use in pursuing work elsewhere.
Erika feels that three skills are necessary for freelancing: 1) to be well read, which gives you an
unconscious understanding of grammar, 2) to understand newspaper and magazine writing styles,
and 3) to be willing to be edited. You should read and understand the prose style of the publication
you wish to write for. Do they want newsy articles or narratives? Can narratives use the first person?
(I went, did, etc.) Is there language more formal or informal, and which style manual do they use
(Chicago or AP)? Always use the 5 w’s: who, what, where, when, and why. Erika adds that any event
you are covering should include the price. She feels that her articles are usually better after
copyediting and/or proofreading. In addition, she adds that you must always hit your deadline, even if
the publication delays immediate use of your article.
From a daily column, Erika began to submit articles to “city glossies” (magazines, such as Inside
Sacramento), and an occasional national outlet. This often allowed her a longer lead time. Seasonal
articles need to be submitted about three months in advance. She reminds writers to keep their eyes
open for newsworthy experiences.
In 2019, Erika and her family were on vacation in Paris when Notre Dame caught on fire. She
realized that she was right there, had photos, and could pitch to the English-speaking world.
She pitched an article idea to the New York Times and Washington Post. Afterwards, she realized that
the Washington Post had a “talent network”, which was both a payment and pitching platform. It was
a place where editors could see her pitches and know that she was already published with them. She
also realized that she could have sold them her photos. At the bottom of the online version of the
article is her head shot, a one-line bio, and how to find her on Twitter.
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Milking the ideas and generating pitches is everything, according to Erika. From the Notre
Dame experience, she came up with ideas for the economy travel aspect of her trip and branched
out into other travel stories. She also gets ideas from social media and keeps up a presence on
Twitter, Instagram, and Facebook. Facebook can drive readers to her stories as well. She often
posts funny items, shares articles that she feels are important, and follows people whose writing
she enjoys.
To pitch an article, Erika says to use email or a publication’s online platform. Put the proposed
headline in the subject line, followed by 1 or 2 paragraphs of colorful language. Mention who could
be interviewed for the story (not by name) and the scope of the article. Many editors like “roundup” stories, where different people are involved in the same thing. Include a brief paragraph about
yourself and why you are the one to do this story. Include links to clips (pieces you have written)
but don’t include any attachments.
Editors can be found by Googling or looking at publications’ mastheads to find names of staff
and possible email addresses. A writer named Sonia Weiser has started publishing a newsletter
which compiles a list of editors looking for freelancers. She charges $3/month. [Opportunities of
the Week, https://soniaweiser.wordpress.com] You can negotiate with editors for payment. Erika
asked for and received nearly double what she was offered for her article about Notre Dame. Her
highest pay so far was $1.50 per word for a 2000-word piece. Her next goal is $2/word. She
advises against doing articles for free because it devalues your work – unless it helps build the
platform for your fiction writing.
If your pitch is “greenlighted”, next steps include lining up interviewees quickly, before they go
on vacation. Enjoy your talk, but don’t hesitate to move things along. Erika prefers handwriting to
recording. She is concerned about possible tech glitches and recording takes longer to get to the
writing. Get accurate direct quotes. Start by asking the other person to spell their name and give
you their job title. Prepare a list of questions in advance, without yes/no answers. Never show your
article to the source(s) before it goes to print. You can read quotes over the phone to check for
accuracy, but only do so if asked.
Once your article is in print, share it widely. Erika recommends researching and using hashtags.
Share the digital link with our sources. Editors want to see that your story is read widely. From
there, keep moving, generate new ideas, pitch different versions, resell articles. Be patient. Some
ideas may not sell right away.
Q&A: How long to wait after you pitch before trying elsewhere? Erika says that when an
immediate response is needed, the subject line should include [timely freelance pitch]. Other
pitches can probably wait for a week. You will always sign an agreement for publication, so you will
know that a pitch or article has been accepted.
Erika wished us good luck and to enjoy shifting
gears while also working on longer projects. She
can be reached at Erika@Erikamailman.com.
Erika Mailman is a six-time traditionally published
novelist (historical fiction and teen fiction), and has
built a freelance career with clips from Washington
Post, Smithsonian, Atlas Obscura, Rolling Stone,
Diversity Woman, and others. See: https://
erikamailman.com
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Writers Network Meeting
August 6, 2021
“Chronicling a Time, People and Place Nearly
Lost” with Vivian Gibson, Memoirist
By Marcia Ehinger

A debut writer at the age of 70, Vivian Gibson grew up in segregated St. Louis, Missouri
in the 1950s. Her tightknit community was razed to make way for a freeway, displacing
thousands of African American residents in the name of “urban renewal.” Vivian spoke
about her journey from writing for herself, to being on a mission to chronicle a
disappearing history. She reminded us that a memoir tells the complex story of a
community as well as a writer’s personal journey. She mined her childhood memories for
the sounds, smells, emotions and familiar faces that could prevent a way of life from
slipping away forever. The Last Children of Mill Creek was published by Belt Publishing in
April 2020.
Ms. Gibson’s memoir came from stories she wrote down after retirement as part of a
writing workshop. She submitted several to a St. Louis anthology, and was contacted by an
Ohio publisher about creating a book. From there, she has been thrust into the world of
speaking, book clubs, and local urban planning.
Vivian reminded us of key elements of memoir: 1) focus theme or purpose, 2) conflict,
3) writing style, or the author’s voice and personality (She narrated as herself as a child.),
4) use of supporting stories and details, 5) storytelling elements, and 6) truth.
At first, Vivian thought she was writing about the loss of her mother, but also a time
and place she didn’t want to forget. She found herself documenting significant social
changes, which began with The Great Migration from 1916-40. During that time, African
Americans left the South to escape Jim Crow and seek economic opportunities. Her father’s
parents moved so that he could attend high school; he was the first person in his family to
go beyond third grade.
“Writing the Wrong” is Vivian’s concept of looking through different cultural lenses at
the American history of racial divide, which has led to exploitation, segregation, and
displacement, often under the guise of urban renewal. She heard that this happened to the
Japanese American community in Sacramento with World War II internment and the
building of a freeway. Highway systems mid-twentieth century cut through black
communities in the Midwest and East, in Cleveland, New York, Chicago, Detroit, Memphis,
and St. Louis.
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Vivian’s research uncovered a newspaper article warning of a “Negro Invasion” in St.
Louis. Just one black family moving into a neighborhood could cause local property values to
decrease. In 1947, there was a proposal to wipe out “blighted” areas. However, no provisions
were made for those affected to move elsewhere. About eight years later, a bond issue
promoted the building of public housing for the black community. Vivian’s grandmother
purchased a house in that area for herself, Vivian’s parents and her grandchildren. Within
nine years, it had been demolished.
This neighborhood was in the oldest part of St. Louis, where the city began. Originally, Mill
Creek ran through the community, but it was drained after a cholera outbreak. According to
Vivian, the Mill Creek area was a complete community, with a variety of businesses and
professional people, from the well off with lovely brick homes to the poor living in shanties.
There were two high schools for black students. Forty churches were located there, passed
on from each immigrant community as it arrived and then moved out to the growing
suburbs.
The vibrant business area began to deteriorate as shops closed or moved out. People were
displaced and buildings were vacated. St. Louis bricks were known for their quality, and some
landlords tore down old housing just to get the bricks for newer building projects. The
community declined further as land was snatched up for development. In the 1970s, drugs
moved in. Vivian has documented the many changes in the area over time, along with the
story of her family. She has also included maps and photos.
To chronicle your own history, Vivian says to look at personal documents, tax records, deeds,
receipts, newspapers and maps. She recommends using newspapers.com for research, as
well as old maps, especially local maps prepared for the fire department, as tools for
reconstructing urban areas as they were in the past. Her mother kept a “business box” of
important family documents and transactions, including records from an accident her father
had at work, and his subsequent hospitalization. That information helped to fill out her story.
In the end, Vivian realized that urban renewal was the backdrop for a book that was really
about family and resourcefulness. It told how community members supported each other and
survived. From a reminiscence about her mother, it came to show how strong her father was
and how he supported his family, creating a positive image of a black man.
Vivian Gibson began her writing career after retirement, writing short stories about the
tightknit African American community into which her parents had settled to raise their family
of seven children. Her college-educated mother and hardworking father provide the
framework for telling the story of her family’s survival during a time when minority
communities were destroyed in the name of “progress.”
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“How I Write Bestselling Novels”
by Jerry Jenkins, prolific author

Facebook Webinar, July 26, 2021
promoted by Dawn Montefusco
By Marcia Ehinger
Jerry Bruce Jenkins is an American writer. He is best
known for the Left Behind series, co-written with Tim
LaHaye. Jenkins has written or contributed to more than
220 books, in multiple genres, such as biography, selfhelp, romance, mystery, science fiction, and young adult
fiction. He has also been in charge of the Christian
Writers Guild, affiliated with Westbow press of Thomas
Nelson & Harper Collins Christian Books. You can learn
more at jerryjenkins.com
Jerry Jenkins began by saying that he would offer actionable advice and a rock-solid
plan to finish novels that publishers want to publish. He has 6 goals for each novel:
• Turn fear into motivation.
• Employ a classic story structure.
• Grab the readers from the get-go.
• Plant setups and payoffs throughout.
• Keep writing separate from revising.
• Aggressively self-edit.
Jerry says that writers often feel that they are not good enough. We need to embrace
our fears and turn them into motivation which will lead to hard work and success. We do
need to realize the limitations of our skills and should start writing with the toughest part –
putting words on the page. He feels that writer’s block is a myth; no other profession
allows such work stoppages.
Next, you need a structure. Even though there are “outliners” and “pantsers”, everyone
needs a plan. Dean Koontz’ How to Write Bestselling Fiction is out of print, but has 4 rules:
• Plunge your main character into terrible trouble as soon as possible.
• Everything the main character does to get out of trouble makes it worse.
• The predicament becomes hopeless.
• The hero wins. Due to past events, the hero figures things out and struggles to
succeed.
However, “as soon as possible” does not necessarily mean immediately. In addition,
you must give the readers reasons to care about your character. The more they care, the
more successful the story. It is okay if the hero deviates from your original plan.
Characters change and grow as you write. An outline must be fluid or flexible.
Don’t do any “throat clearing”, which is anything that keeps you from plunging your
hero into trouble. For example, “Many years later when he was facing the firing squad, he
remembered that day…” (100 Years of Solitude).
Plant setups and payoffs throughout the book – cliffhangers, conflict, raising the
stakes. Setups demand payoffs. Almost any element can become one. Your character
mentioning anything -- an appointment, meeting, or event – can lead to a payoff. What
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might happen? Every chapter, every scene should create a series of setups that hold the
reader until the payoff.
Separate the rough draft from the finished manuscript. All writing is rewriting, but
perfectionist tendencies can slow you down. Jerry recommends against rewriting several
drafts from beginning to end. He starts each day with a heavy edit of the writing from the
day before. It’s important to get the writing down. Then, re-read. Make sure to appeal to the
reader’s five senses, and aim for the heart.
Jerry ends with self-editing aggressively to ferociously. His advice includes choosing a
normal word over an unusual one. Avoid being an “adjectival maniac” by choosing strong
nouns and verbs. Resist the urge to explain. Avoid cliched situations, such as a character
waking to an alarm, eventual love interests bumping into each other, or a surprise shooter
saving the good guy when the bad guy has the drop on him. Cutting leaves room for more
tightly edited scenes.
Jerry feels that you have a better chance of success when your writing is in great shape.
He believes in finding a mentor, whenever possible. Many people can advise and critique, but
this may be ill advised if those people don’t know what they are talking about, or have no
experience in writing for publication. He also recommends traditional publishing rather than
paying to be published.
The webinar ended with offers of classes and the opportunity to join a writers’ guild.
Although this talk was full of great advice, I would like to warn readers of this article to be
wary of the hard sell, expensive class offerings, and vanity press complaints from various
times in the past that have been associated with the guild and publishing company
mentioned at the beginning.

CWC Sacramento Monthly Meeting
via Zoom
Saturday, July 17, 2021
"Caledonia's Daughters: Conjuring Worlds.
Inspiring Hope. Envisioning Peace.” With
Staajabu: writer, poet, artist, producer
By Marcia Ehinger
Originally from Camden, NJ, Staajabu is a writer, poet,
producer and graphic artist. She is best known for
performing spoken word with daughter Dr. V.S. Chochezi
as Sacramento's mother / daughter poetry team, Straight
Out Scribes. Since 1990, they have performed at over 500 events, self-published eight poetry
anthologies and produced 2 CDs. Caledonia's Daughters, a small book of sci-fi short stories by
Staajabu is their newest work, available from Amazon. Their website is:
www.straightoutscribes.com
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Staajabu proposed the following talking points to show us how writing can stimulate,
educate and inspire:
• Nourishing the body and mind to be receptive to inspiration.
• The importance of solitude and rest.
• Finding quiet amid chaos. You don't have to go to the mountains.
• Relaxation techniques to enhance visualization.
• The benefits of listening, observing, feeling, reaching.
The program began with the offering of grateful “thank you’s”. Staajabu’s daughter and
writing partner, Dr. V.S. Chochezi was present in a Zoom square.
Our presenter lives in Midtown near McKinley Park. The running path there is always
crowded. In 2010, she had the futuristic idea, “What if everyone had to run everywhere all
of the time?” She also envisioned a world without cars. From this, she conjured the world in
Caledonia’s Daughters, a book with two poems and seven short stories about future women,
all of whom are related in some way to a black woman named Caledonia. Staajabu wrote the
content; her daughter edited the book and created the platform; her granddaughter, who
has an MFA, designed the cover. (Staajabu herself is a graphic artist.) She read a fast-paced
excerpt from “Spirit Song and the Running,” which included the need for some people with
health conditions to request a “walking permit”.
Staajabu believes in the power of positive thinking, peace, creativity, and positivity.
“What you think and believe, you can achieve.” She says that each of us perceptualizes in a
unique way; no two people are the same. “You do not need to copy anyone. Nourish that.”
Nourishment is very important to Staajabu, who follows a strict diet of whole foods, no
meat, no processed foods or sugar, no chemicals. She drinks water. However, she believes
that nourishment is not just food. Her greatest pleasure is wondering. One’s eyes and ears
are avenues of nourishment. We are surrounded by beautiful things which nourish our soul
and spirit. She feels that you do not need to own beautiful things; you can look at art in a
museum or the ocean. Staajabu even wrote a story about a “beauty thief”. Humor and
laughing are also important; we shouldn’t take ourselves too seriously.
Staajabu can walk to stores. She walks a lot and does yoga, and her body stays strong
and useful. Her apartment is a sacred space. She does not invite people there. For her, it is
critical to have a quiet place and to think one’s own thoughts, so that inspiration will come.
Each of us can find a quiet place if we seek it, even if we need to use earplugs in a corner of
the house. It’s also important for her to get enough sleep. She sleeps on a mat on the floor,
made from quilts gifted to her. She recommends soft colors; her bedroom is blue. For
sleeping, the space must be dark, with no electronics.
During the Q&A, Staajabu said she began to write in elementary school, where she had
great teachers. She learned jump rope rhymes when she was young, and her brother taught
her to read from his comic books. The family was poor, and she received her first books from
the Deaconess House. By age seven, she could walk to the library and school. She had
artistic talent, and later trained formally as a graphic artist. She also worked as a journalist
at Dover Air Force Base. The mud cloth fabric of West Africa called to mother and daughter,
and Mud Cloth Roots became the inspiration and title for their twenty-fifth anniversary
poetry collaboration. Each of them wrote fifty-one poems for the book.
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First Friday Networking Meeting
July 2, 2021
“Dual track writing -- plan for publication as
you go.”
With Sharon S. Darrow, author, publisher,
entrepreneur, kitten expert!
By Marcia Ehinger
Sharon began by telling us that she learned from her
mistakes. For example, she realized after publication that
her first book didn’t have her name on the cover, and she
had forgotten a copyright page. From her experiences,
she developed dual-track writing, or planning for
publication as you write, from the very first word. She
provided us with a lot of advice.
You should research (Google) your name and potential title early so readers will find you.
In addition, you will see if your name is the same as another author – or a porn star. You may
consider using a pen name. Your publisher will still be able to send you the royalties because
your real name will be on the contract, but make sure friends and fans can find you as well.
Also check to see if your title choice is the same or similar to another book. One of her book
titles mentioned “the good Lord”, and some people never opened it because they assumed it
was a book about religion.
Make sure you understand your genre and your target audience. There may be specific
criteria or patterns (e.g., romance novels) which your readers will expect. Sharon suggests
going to a bookstore and looking at the bestsellers in your genre. See what seems to sell. Do
you notice commonalities in cover, fonts, other features?
Who are you writing for? Are you sharing family history with
relatives? Will kids today understand it? Should you use people’s
real names? Could it appeal to people from another country or
another part of the U.S.? Does your scene or topic have relevance
to others: men, women, teens, parents, climbers, kitten lovers?
Consider places or groups who might be interested. Check your
facts, even if you are writing sci-fi. Travel, visit museums, or
Google well. If something is wrong, someone will know.
One of your best resources is your local writing community.
Many authors are willing to share their knowledge with others.
Don’t think of your fellow writers as competitors. Join a club and
attend meetings, but don’t spend all of your time socializing.
Otherwise, your time could be better spent in writing. Build your
platform (website, blog, newsletter).
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If you decide to self-publish, find out if a company will serve you well. Ask questions.
IngramSpark offers an option of volume pricing for bookstores (which Amazon does not). Do
you want your books to be available in other countries (which can be chosen at Amazon)?
Do you want “print on demand”? Sharon has used Lulu, as well as the other two. Her book
about navigating the publishing maze is now in its second printing. She recommends looking
into Publishing University, a program held annually by the Independent Book Publishers
Association (IBPA, and there is a northern California affiliate, Northern California Publishers
& Authors, NCPA). The event brings together representatives from many publishing groups,
editors, and illustrators.
Q&A: 1) Sharon was asked if you should pay for copyright. She replied that you have a
copyright as soon as you write something. You can pay to register the copyright of a
publication, which will then protect it if you are ever involved in a lawsuit over ownership. 2)
She buys her own ISBN, rather than using the ones
provided by Amazon or others, and reminds authors that 3)
LCCN’s for books bought by libraries must be ordered when
a book is finished but not yet published. 4) “Independent”
publishers publish their own books plus at least one other
author’s. 5) “Traditional” publishers pay all costs, may give
you an advance, and send you royalties after they have
paid back their expenses. 6) “Hybrid” publishers share
expenses and work with the author: editing, cover design,
etc., and pay higher royalties. Authors usually do their own
marketing.

Sharon S. Darrow is an entrepreneur, publisher, award
winning author, public speaker, and an expert on neonatal
orphan kittens. She has written five non-fiction books.
From Hindsight to Insight, A Traditional to Metaphysical
Memoir and Tom Flynn, Medium and Healer are
inspirational. Bottlekatz, A Complete Care Guide for Orphan
Kittens and Faces of Rescue, Cats, Kittens and Great Danes
are about animal rescue. Navigating the Publishing Maze, Self-Publishing 101 is a training
manual. She also writes historical fiction. She Survives, Strive and Protect, and Desperate
Choices are the first three of a four-book series inspired by her maternal grandmother.
Sharon is thrilled to be an active part of the Sacramento area writing community. She’s
V.P. of NCPA (Northern California Publishers & Authors), has served as the President, and is
also Director of their Annual Book Awards Competition.
Her personal website is https://www.sharonsdarrow.com, and the website for her
publishing company, Samati Press, is https://www.samatipress.com.
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CWC Sacramento CLUB Positions
FY 2021-2022
Officers
Interim President: Kimberly A. Edwards
Kimberlyedwards00@comcast.net
First Vice-President/Programs: Gloria Pierrot-Dyer
qquill76@gmail.com
Second Vice-President/Membership: Jenifer Rowe
jenifererowe@gmail.com
Secretary: John Patterson
2johnpatterson@gmail.com
Treasurer: Karen Terhune
koyotesky@gmail.com
Board of Directors
Linda Champion, Outreach
championwritingcreations@comcast.net
Marcia Ehinger, Newsletter Content Editor
mehinger@comcast.net
Jenifer Rowe, Webmaster
Gloria Pierrot-Dyer (First VP, Programs)
John Patterson, Critique Groups and Beta Readers Coordinator
Mark Heckey, E-blast coordinator
mheckey@comcast.net
Consultants to the Board
Larry Mandelberg, Writers’ Mastermind Facilitator
larry@mandelberg.biz
Club Positions
Rosi Hollinbeck, Newsletter Layout Editor
Linda Champion, First Friday Program Coordinator
Judith Presnall, Contest Coordinator
(Cheryl Stapp, First Friday In-Person Meeting Facilitator)
(Ray & Maryann Blain, Saturday Meeting In-Person Registration)
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